C ell therapeutics -which entails the use of human cells as medicines -promise to transform the treatment of a wide range of diseases, such as cancer, neurodegenerative disorders and autoimmune disorders, by enabling sophisticated mechanisms of action that small chemical compounds cannot provide. For example, the differentiation of stem cells into specialized cells, such as hormone-secreting endocrine cells, cytotoxic lymphocytes or tissue-regenerating cells, can be exploited for therapeutic properties. Also, cells can be genetically engineered to perform a wide range of functions [1] [2] [3] [4] and, because of cell-homing properties 5 , can deliver drug payloads.
Academic and industrial research and development efforts are typically focused on understanding how cell therapies can treat a diverse set of indications, as highlighted by the recent rise of phase I-III trials 6 ( Fig. 1a) . In fact, to date, commercial wins have been achieved at a relatively lower standard than expected from the pharmacological industry. On the basis of a semiquantitative analysis, the cell-therapy conversion rate from a phase III study to regulatory approval is estimated to be at 14.3%, which is considerably lower than the conversion rate (48.7%) of mature pharmaceutical drug classes showing new-drug-application success with the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA; Supplementary Table 1) . Future market analyses are encouraged by groups such as the Alliance for Regenerative Medicine, to further quantify and track trends as more studies and regulatory approvals proceed. Recent approvals in the United States and the European Union for GSK, Tigenix, Novartis and Kite (a Gilead company) are bringing new enthusiasm for better-defined success criteria that help move more cell therapies to the marketplace.
The promise of cell therapeutics comes with new challenges in reproducibly manufacturing and in administering cells to thousands of patients 7 . It is important to recognize that methods that are sufficient for generating products on the scale of early pivotal clinical studies may not directly translate to commercial-scale yields and efficiencies. Therefore, beyond the success rate of current clinical trials, commercial-scale demands for cell therapeutics in common diseases will hamstring the supply of a cell therapy product (CTP) if not assessed at an early developmental stage (Fig. 1b) . This gap in supply and demand will ultimately affect patients who may not be served by a CTP, simply due to unfilled prescriptions. The associated logistical and economic factors involved are not trivial: physical space, production time, human resources, consumables, waste generation (environmental impact) and other direct costs -all these factors must be integrated into the long view of a manufacturing blueprint.
At their core, cell-manufacturing processes are not new. For example, the process of fermentation established infrastructure to produce large batches of chemical products derived from bacteria and yeast cells. Engineering tools such as stirred tank reactors, liquid-chromatography systems and cross-filtration technologies all matured during the development of new biochemicals. Similar tools were then repurposed for the development of biopharmaceuticals; indeed, cells are now engineered to produce a purified biological agent, such as a monoclonal antibody. Unlike in the use of cells for the production of a molecular agent, in cell therapy, the final manufactured product is the cells themselves. The production of a CTP thus requires additional processing steps, such as cell selection, purification, formulation, preservation and distribution. These Review ARticle NaTuRe BIomedIcal eNgINeeRINg processes pose different technical challenges from those required for the production of a molecular agent, especially in light of the number of modifications that cells need to undergo. Past manufacturing tools are nevertheless still valuable for the development of CTP bioprocesses with both scale up and cost reduction in mind. Biomanufacturing represents an important thrust of the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership initiative in the United States 7, 8 . For example, the handling of blood products and bone-marrow products over the past few decades has set precedents for the development of human cell therapies, and created a foundation for the basic quality specifications that need to be met 9 . Therefore, regulations, standards and guidance previously established for drugs and molecular biologics can now also be described for cell therapy. Although specific regulations will vary by region, each will require biomanufacturing solutions that support compliance with current good manufacturing practices (GMPs) to assure the quality and safety of products for human use through proper design, monitoring and control of the manufacturing processes and facilities. Supplementary Table 2 provides a summary of regulatory references for the United States and European Union jurisdictions. Japan has created a regulatory framework for regenerative medicine that has been partially adopted by the United States via the 21st Century Cures Act, with a new Regenerative Medicine and Advanced Therapies designation for expedited regulatory review for resolution of product-development questions. A discussion of regulatory considerations is however beyond the scope of this Review.
A critical decision point in the evaluation of CTP manufacturing is the distinction between autologous and allogeneic cell therapies. Although they share the same end goal -producing a high-quality cell therapeutic -there are stark differences between both modalities when it comes to manufacturing. Autologous therapies have considerable additional logistical challenges because a closed-distribution model means that a product inventory for broad distribution cannot be created. The input of variable patient-derived cells into an autologous pipeline requires a robust process to ensure the consistency of the final product; yet a lower bar for patient testing is arguably required, due to the material returning to the same patient. Patient screening and release testing are also required for each CTP, given the individualized treatment modality. Automated point-of-care technologies for autologous treatments may enable on-site preparation of products at hospitals and would then require medical-device (510k US) classification. Current trends show that autologous therapies are routinely conducted at an ~1 l scale, whereas bioprocesses for allogeneic cell therapies are planned to operate at a > 100 l scale. Allogeneic therapies need to include extensive testing of cell banks, yet will not require all patients to be extensively screened to produce a bulk material. Although bulk production can help decrease costs through economies of scale, a larger facility with generally more expensive equipment is necessary. Operating a manufacturing site to fulfil incoming CTP prescriptions, where the site must manufacture a certain amount of product within a specified timeframe, brings in further concerns around overhead costs, especially of personnel. The two inflection points correlate with the publication of two phase I human trials: MSCs to treat graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) 19 and CAR-T cells against chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) 163 . b, Schematic of the supply-and-demand curve for a hypothetical CTP as it evolves from preclinical testing to commercialization. Disease prevalence, or demand, is shown by the green line; CTP production, or supply, is shown by the pink line. The dashed lines represent trajectories for which the scale of CTP production does not match clinical needs. The y axis represents an arbitrary number of units. c, The bioprocesses for the manufacturing of CTPs discussed in this Review, with the boxes illustrating the case studies used. The scalability of each bioprocess, which is designed to meet a quality target-product profile (QTPP), can improve the production efficiency of a specific CTP towards meeting clinical and commercial-scale demands. LN 2 , liquid nitrogen.
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In this Review, we discuss the manufacturing of cell products for clinically advanced cell therapies, and highlight bioprocesses that may face issues before achieving commercial production scalability (Fig. 1c) . We first describe current understanding of product quality. We then review critical bioprocesses, and highlight bottlenecks in cell expansion, cell engineering, cell differentiation, cell purification, cell-biomaterial formulation, cell preservation and cell transportation. Each bioprocess is presented as a case study paired with a specific cell-therapy example, chosen to give context to real-world applications. Emerging engineering solutions that can maintain or improve the control of these bioprocesses are also discussed.
Quality target-product profile
As advanced cell therapies emerge, a regulatory framework for product development and management is required. An example is the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH), which established a framework for quality by design (ICH Q8 -Pharmaceutical Development, August 2009) 10 . A quality target-product profile (QTPP) defines the critical attributes of a CTP through metrics that bioprocess engineers can work towards in a stage-specific development programme. Supplementary Table 3 provides a descriptive summary for the range of attributes that typically need to be controlled for CTPs. Such attributes form the basis of product specifications, which are measured following a broad range of analytical methods (a thorough summary of which is provided by the Publicly Available Specification (PAS) 93:2011 -Characterization of human cells for clinical applications). Bioprocessing-engineering controls can then be developed and applied to assure that manufacturing performance will result in products that meet or exceed these specifications while recognizing the inherent complexity, significant heterogeneity and batch-to-batch variation that is typical of cell-based products. This will require, for example, innovative cell-processing solutions that are suitable for variable incoming cellular starting material from one stage to the next and that yield a standardized output with dampened variability.
Potency should be prioritized early in CTP development because it ultimately confirms CTP utility. Potency is the bar by which key decisions are made, including product-lot release, shelf life, comparability between products manufactured within or between sites, and validation of clinical preparation. However, potency can be challenging to define and measure due to the complex nature of many CTPs, and their poorly understood mechanisms of action and natural lot-to-lot variability 11, 12 . In an ideal product, a series of causation studies connects the (pre)clinical efficacy of CTPs to a mechanism of action and its relevant measurable bioactivities and to quantitative assays for the laboratory measurement of potency (these aspects complicate international standardization). Supplementary Table 4 summarizes example approaches to potency quantification that have been pursued for a range of CTPs.
Potency is also directly associated with the composition of a CTP, defined by a coupled set of quality attributes: purity and identity. Identity defines the 'active pharmaceutical ingredient(s)' , whereas purity distinguishes CTPs from any non-pharmacological cells (which are considered impurities). Typically, it is not immediately practical to produce pure cell compositions with precise frequencies of each cell type. The challenge is rather to dissect the positive and negative roles played by different cells. + cells are a subset of CD3 + T cells that may be considered a part of the product or an impurity. A process to isolate, transduce and expand T cells can result in uncontrolled variable proportions of the constituent T cells because of proportions that are variable from one patient to another and because of variable expansion characteristics between the T-cell types. Increased control in cell-mixture composition requires additional manufacturing steps and results in an increased cost of goods, yet motivates the engineering of innovative process design for each of the unit operations to establish a favourable cost-benefit trade-off.
Test methods for quantifying product attributes relevant to a QTPP can also be an engineering challenge. For example, an in vitro potency bioassay may need development to quantify potency for product release. Also, CTPs must be certified to be free of microbes and other manufacturing residuals, such as culture reagents. In this regard, treatments that reduce pathogens through selective destruction 13, 14 for blood products and their components, such as rapid and online test methods (for example, for sterility) and closed microfluidic systems and other technologies that inherently eliminate microbial contamination risk, are being explored. Engineering solutions are therefore needed to establish sensitive, timely and cost-efficient test methods that reflect the unique nature of CTPs, yet deliver the robustness to consistently meet critical quality attributes.
Adherent cell expansion for large-scale cell manufacturing
Cell therapy can at times be the result of a 'mass effect' , that is, cells necessary for a regenerative or immune process in the body need to be present in significant numbers. Therefore, by increasing cell numbers during a pathological condition, the balance of therapy can tilt towards repair. In these instances, growing sufficient numbers of cells becomes essential for the delivery of an effective dose.
The cell-expansion method can be used to classify CTPs; for example, suspension culture versus adherent culture. Suspension cultures have the benefit of high yields in a spatially efficient format. In contrast, traditional adherent cell-culture methods require vast and logistically impractical planar surface areas for cell growth, when developed at commercial scales. Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are one adherent cell therapy. MSCs are promising for the treatment of haematopoietic failure [15] [16] [17] , graft-versus-host disease [18] [19] [20] , and disease and injury of the gastrointestinal tract [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , skin 26 , heart 27, 28 , lung [29] [30] [31] [32] , liver 33, 34 and kidneys 35 , because of their ability to release a cascade of trophic factors after cell infusion 33, 36, 37 . Given their ease of isolation and relatively low immunogenicity, allogeneic MSC products have entered advanced stages of clinical trials. The need for large-scale production is now critical, as single doses are in the range of 1-10 million MSCs kg . MSCs are traditionally cultured on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces, such as flasks or multilayer cell factories (Fig. 2a) , and lot sizes of about 10-50 billion cells are expected from a large-scale run 38 ; however, 2D methods have proven difficult to scale up and cost-effectively operate at the commercial scale. It is clear that current 2D culture systems will be insufficient to meet the need for future commercial viability; rather, scalable, closed-loop and potentially automated technology is needed.
For example, the 3D adherent bioreactor Quantum Cell Expansion System (Terumo BCT) is a GMP-compliant, functionally closed, automated hollow-fibre system for clinical MSC expansion. This system can generate about 1 × 10 8 cells in 2 weeks, thus fulfilling the International Society of Cell Therapies' minimum criteria for defining MSCs 39 . The cells exhibit normal metaphase karyotype 40 , and show comparable efficacy in different animal models 41 . The system, however, requires precoating of the bioreactor with fibronectin, which is a shortcoming if more than one passage is needed. Nevertheless, the Quantum Cell Expansion System does not require access to clean rooms, and eliminates the need for multiple incubators. At the time of writing, one initial system has been cleared by the FDA for clinical use in early-phase trials.
Transitioning from adherent 2D to adherent 3D cultures is the most viable path forward for the commercial production of cells for thousands of patients. Another option is the use of microcarriers NaTuRe BIomedIcal eNgINeeRINg -that is, supporting microparticulate matrices that allow for cell expansion in 3D conditions (Fig. 2b) . MSCs adhere to microcarriers and are cultured in stir tank bioreactors (from 300 ml to 1,000 l in volume) for large-scale expansion 42 . Despite the advantages of microcarrier technology for scale up, a number of challenges remain regarding the optimization of the bioreactor culture environment ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 4); for example, the need to supply metabolic substrates, such as oxygen, is critical for commercially viable manufacturing. Indeed, less-than-ideal cell densities and the low specific oxygen-uptake rate of human MSCs are issues that must be addressed before any scale-up attempts 43 . Therefore, the ability of bioreactor systems to closely select and control process parameters such as dissolved oxygen can be used to improve product quality and increase yields 44 over those of the largely non-controlled 2D methods. Owing to its limited solubility, oxygen needs to be supplied continuously; yet as cell density increases, it may become necessary to provide oxygen by sparging, typically with air, which also strips out the carbon dioxide produced 45 . However, sparging requires the inclusion of protective agents into the medium, most commonly the surfactant Pluronic F68, which can induce damaging cavitation bubbles that lead to reduced cell viability 46 . An opportunity for the reduction of cost of goods per dose is the use of serumfree media. In combination with microcarriers, serum-free media can increase yields 47 and reduce sustainability risks associated with serum-based culture 48 . Several advances in microcarrier process development have been achieved using GMP-ready technology and xeno-free media 48 . For example, 1.1 × 10 8 bone-marrow MSCs (BM-MSCs) and 4.5 × 10 7 adipose-tissue MSCs (AT-MSCs) were produced after 7 days of culture by using a non-porous plastic microcarrier-based 1 l stirred tank bioreactor (SoloHill Engineering). More recently, a comparison of a 2 l single-use bioreactor using synthetic microcarriers (Synthemax-II microcarriers) and xeno-free culture medium with static cultures and with spinner flasks showed the scalability advantages of bioreactors 49 . Human BM-MSCs grown in stirred-tank 5 l bioreactors using plastic microcarriers for 12 days retained key qualities, with matched viable cell counts in both day-8 and day-12 cell samples 50 . These studies cumulatively support the feasibility of scale-up approaches, and are useful for the identification of remaining obstacles.
Microcarriers can be made of different materials, support different sizes, present different porosities and different chemical properties, and hence be optimized for specific cell-growth conditions. Choosing the optimal conditions for cell growth is not trivial, and tends to be a major caveat of this technology. Approaches from materials science, such as biodegradable microcarriers or temperature-sensitive microcarriers 51 ( Fig. 2d) , will alleviate the need for downstream detachment and separation methods to isolate MSCs for clinical indications where engraftment directly into a tissue is required, such as in bone formation 52 . For clinical indications that require intravenous administration of the MSC product, it is possible to remove microcarriers entirely by using a two-phase liquid/ liquid system to form a temporary microcarrier surface for the MSCs to expand on 53 . Following culture, the temporary microcarrier surface can then be dispersed, resulting in a liquid/liquid interface where the MSCs are collected and from which the MSCs can be collected as single cells, without the need for enzymatic solutions to detach the MSCs (as is required in plastic microcarrier-based processes). Another method for removing the microcarriers from the bioreactor manufacturing process and to alleviate downstream challenges involves the culture of MSCs in suspension via the formation of spheroids. This expansion method has demonstrated improved critical quality attributes for MSCs and preclinical efficacy; however, major development is required to maintain the level of MSC expansion potential compared with current adherent expansion methods 54 . The introduction of standards that would bring industrial 
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robustness to these materials-science solutions will help establish high-density MSC suspension cultures with ease of collection and separation, ultimately leading to a high-purity MSC product.
Purification via high-throughput cell sorting
In cell therapy, specific cell populations have to be isolated and enriched, with optimal purity, throughput and yield (typically, these are interdependent parameters). Separation technologies in cell therapy can be broken down into two categories: cell-cell separation, where the aim is to isolate one phenotype of cells away from another phenotype of cells; and cell-solution separation, where a population of cells is washed and the media replaced (or where a reduction in volume achieved). Cell-cell separations are commonly achieved through both chemical and mechanical means. Common methods include Ficoll to separate red blood cells, platelets and mononuclear cells by density separation, counterflow centrifugal elutriation to separate cells on the basis of both size and density, and fluorescence-activated or magnetic-activated cell sorting (FACS or MACS) to separate cells on the basis of specific properties. Devices have standardized the process of eliminating manufacturing bottlenecks, particularly in autologous-cell-therapy preparations.
To limit biological variation, isolating a cell population is one of the key steps of cell manufacturing. As an example, CD3
+ leukocytes must be purified from a blood derivative, most commonly by apheresis. It is important to remove non-target components, such as monocytes, granulocytes, red blood cells and platelets, which may have detrimental downstream effects. For instance, maintaining a population that includes monocytes can result in these cells out-growing the CD3 + cells. Also, platelets have been shown to negatively impact selection criteria 55 through reductions in both recovery and purity. The purity of CD3 + cells is thus important to establish successful downstream processing, with yield being less of a concern. A typical apheresis unit contains ~40 × 10 3 leukocytes μ l −1 (ref. 56 ). This large population enables the trading of yield for higher purity, as ~200 × 10 6 CD3 + cells are needed to begin culture. The most common enrichment method used is anti-CD3-coated magnetic beads (Fig. 3a) . These beads bind to target cells, which are then purified by placing the cell suspension in a magnetic field. This method is low-throughput, requires costly reagents, and frequently relies on a sole supplier of consumables (which bears supply-chain risk). The use of magnetically labelled cells in vivo carries some safety concerns 57 , with Dynabeads requiring an accepted release criteria of ≤ 100 beads per 3 × 10 6 cells 58 . Miltenyi have a commercial-use license from the FDA for their CD34 microbeads when operating under the Investigational New Drug programme. Other approaches to isolate cells from binding surfaces that are under consideration and are based on materials science operate at research grade. For example, in commercial products such as MagCloudz from Quad Technologies (Fig. 3b) , magnetic beads are physically separated from the cell by a dissolvable, antibody-coated hydrogel; this results in a bead-free downstream product after substrate dissolution 59 . FACS is often used in combination with antibodies bound to fluorochromes to label cells and select them on the basis of their degree of laser-triggered excitation (Fig. 3c) . In contrast to MACS, FACS is best used in cases where several markers are needed to identify and purify a CTP. This is needed in, for example, the purification of human regulatory T (T reg ) cells for use in autoimmune diseases. Peripheral blood T cells are isolated and expanded, and subsequently sorted by FACS via extracellular staining, using a panel of antibodies that identifies cells with a surface marker phenotype of CD4
. This method is used clinically for T regcell purification even though it remains a challenge to sustain this workflow in commercial manufacturing. A number of solutions for the label-free purification of cells (Fig. 3d) are under investigation, notably the use of microfluidic technologies in combination with acoustics, size separation or Raman scattering [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . SonoSep uses acoustic-wave separation technology, but has so far only been demonstrated at laboratory scale. Dielectrophoresis has shown promise at separating cells on the basis of membrane capacitance, but currently operates at 150,000 cells h −1 (ref. 66 ), suggesting that apheresis for an individual patient would take nearly 50 hours to carry out. Hence, despite substantial technological developments, the challenge to reach CTP scalability, quality and safety for clinical implementation remains.
Production of CAR-T cells and haematopoietic stem cells
Cell engineering -the application of methods to modify cells through genetic manipulation (Fig. 4a) -enables the study of disease mechanisms, the identification of new drugs, and the manipulation of cell function to derive biologics and cell-based therapies. There are numerous methods for introducing genetic changes into a cell, and they are typically classified as either viral or non-viral. Examples of the latter class are transfection techniques that introduce nucleic acids into cells via chemically based products such as liposomes or through non-chemical methods such as electroporation -where an electric field is applied to cells to increase membrane permeability, allowing chemicals or genetic material to pass into the cell 67 . Electroporation has been used to introduce RNA to transiently modify cell function, with the full expectation that only short-lived expression of the new genetic material will occur 68 . To achieve stable expression of transgenes, transfection has been used to introduce, in the host cell, plasmid combinations that encode transposon elements and the transposase enzyme (such as the Sleeping Beauty and piggyBac transposon systems); this method is relatively cost effective and is in early clinical development in CAR-T-cell therapy for leukaemia patients [69] [70] [71] [72] . Most frequently, however, primary cells and stem cells require viral transduction methods, rather than electroporation, to efficiently and stably transfer genetic material. A detailed history of viral vector manufacture and improvements in vector design and vector production 73 is beyond the scope of this Review; yet it is worth noting that methods based on ex vivo viral gene therapy are often incorporated into bioprocessing workflows for the production of cell therapeutics.
A prominent example of cell engineering is the use of T-cell immunotherapy to target tumour-associated antigens 74 . CAR-T cells expressing receptors for CD19 (ref. 75 ) have recently received FDA approval for the treatment of paediatric patients with relapsed or refractory acute lymphocytic leukaemia and of adults with refractory large B-cell lymphoma 76 . First, resting polyclonal T cells are collected from the peripheral blood of patients, typically by apheresis, and activated with CD3 or CD28 beads, to induce a population expansion, before being transduced and purified. As artificial immune receptors, CARs impart specificity, activation and co-stimulation to the cell. Additional transgenes can be included in the vector, including cytokines, immunomodulatory proteins, surface membrane tags and suicide genes. Although there are examples of the transient expression of CARs (ref. 77 ), long-term efficacy in patients remains to be demonstrated. Rather, stable chimeric-receptor expression and the persistence of these cells is the current standard, and may be required for efficacy; hence, the use of retroviral vectors for stable introduction of CARs into cells. Efficiency for CAR constructs has increased significantly through improvements in vector design 78 , manufacturing, as well as in the use of additive reagents such as retronectin to help create a cationic charge for facilitating viral transport into a cell (although this remains an expensive process). Also, the vector-manufacturing process is difficult to standardize. Batch-to-batch variations using the same multiplicity of infection -that is, the number of vector particles transfected per cell -are measured by comparing vector titration with transgene expression. Vector titre in turn is determined by a nonlinear vectormediated transduction process that controls for suspension volume, NaTuRe BIomedIcal eNgINeeRINg length of incubation, temperature and cell concentration 79 , making the vector-manufacturing process a highly variable and expertisedependent step that requires a flexible manufacturing process with associated high costs. Although it is possible to use small amounts of vector and thereby reduce costs, this is offset by the need to prolong the culturing step of newly engineered cells, to achieve a therapeutic dose of engineered T cells.
Cell engineering has also been successfully applied to haematopoietic gene therapy for a variety of monogenic diseases, including severe combined immunodeficiency, Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, chronic granulomatous disease, cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy and hemoglobinopathies [80] [81] [82] . In these settings, CD34
+ autologous haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are isolated from either the bone marrow or peripheral blood, stimulated with a cocktail of haematopoietic growth factors, and transduced with either a retroviral or lentiviral vector carrying a normal copy of the defective gene under the control of a constitutively active promoter. Genetically modified HSCs are administered intravenously and then migrate to the bone marrow, where they engraft and produce differentiated cells expressing the normal protein. Vector integration into long-lived HSCs is required to produce normal differentiated cells for the duration of the patient's lifespan. In most cases, conditioning therapy is needed to eliminate at least a fraction of the patient's abnormal HSCs and to facilitate engraftment and persistence of genetically modified cells. However, excitement towards early promising clinical results was tempered by the development of acute leukaemia in several patients as a direct consequence of insertional mutagenesis caused by γ -retroviral vectors. Since then, many alternative vectors, including lentiviruses and adenoviruses, have been explored, as well as improvements in vector design and in the use of self-inactivating vectors; and recent studies have not observed a preferential integration of modern vectors into potential oncogenic regions 83 . Nevertheless, gene-editing approaches might replace gene transfer 84 ; in addition to avoiding potential insertional mutagenesis events, the correction of endogenous mutated sequences by gene editing should produce normal gene products under the control of endogenous promoters capable of controlling gene expression in physiological conditions. This will likely enhance the potency of the engineered cells and normalize the function of corrected HSCs after transplantation. Cell-separation techniques, in which cells are first identified and labelled, and then separated and recovered, can currently be broken down into two main categories: magnetic sorting and flow sorting. a, Magnetic sorting uses magnetic beads coated with an antibody to separate cells from a mixed population (green, purple and grey). Current magnetic methods result in a positively selected population (green) that still has magnetic beads attached, which is undesirable (bottom right, recovered population). b, This issue has been circumvented by the MagCloudz QuadGel technology, which embeds magnetic particles into a hydrogel coated by antibodies, thereby effectively eliminating direct contact between the cells and the magnetic beads by using a release buffer that separates the magnetic particles from the hydrogel, which can then be recovered by magnets. c, Flow-cytometry sorting is a widely used method, based on fluorescently tagged antibodies (top right), that allows populations of cells to be selected according to antibody binding. The method is expensive and costly to set up in parallel; hence, it is typically used at low throughput. d, In microfluidic methods, which increase throughput for unlabelled cells, a mixed population of cells is passed through microchannels, where cell separation is driven by a sequence of events, such as size filtering, acoustic separation and dielectrophoresis (DEP) sorting. A DEP trap can be set to collect the desired cells. n-DEP, negative dielectrophoresis.
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Improving the efficiency of cell-transfection methods is expected to make a large impact on scalability and cost, with electroporation being the most common method for cell-based therapies. Modern electroporators are designed to significantly reduce cell damage while maintaining high efficiency. This proven technology is used in clinical applications despite poor cell recovery and scalability. Technologies such as MaxCyte (Fig. 4b) , Nucleofector (Lonza) and Gene Pulsar (Biorad) have effectively increased the scale of transfection. Lonza's Nucleofector Portfolio allows the efficient transfection of hard-to-transfect cell lines and primary cells with different substrates, including DNA vectors and short hairpin RNA, microRNA and short interfering RNA oligonucleotides. The versatility of the system allows the transfection of adherent cells and flexibility in cell numbers and cell status, whereas the ability to add-on a 96-well module or an independent reaction system (such as the high-throughput nucleofection system) can enable high-throughput transfection with as low as 2 × 10 4 cells in less than 5 min or transfection of as many as 1 × 10 9 cells with the 4D-Nucleofector LV Unit 85 . Transfection efficiency is cell-type dependent, with achievable efficiencies of approximately 70% for peripheral blood mononuclear cells and 90% for unstimulated human T cells. MaxCyte provides post-transfection cell viabilities of > 90% and transfection efficiencies > 90% for most commonly used cell types, allowing scalability between 0.5 × 10 6 and 0.7 × 10 8 cells in seconds and up to 2 × 10 10 cells in less than 30 min (refs [86] [87] [88] . The electroporation buffer and workflow for transfection are still problematic, because glucose-free and protein-free buffers can cause the deterioration of cells. Nevertheless, some clinical trials have used electroporation methods for CAR-T-cell manufacturing 89, 90 , as well as gene-editing strategies such as clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-CRISPR-associated protein-9 nuclease (Cas9) to further modify or improve engineered T-cell products 91 . Throughput parallel processing is an important step towards automated solutions and decentralized manufacturing for cell engineering. For example, the Miltenyi Prodigy is a semiautomated closed system to manufacture CAR-T cells. The entire process, including T-cell stimulation, transduction and expansion, is carried out in one instrument and can electroporate up to 50 ml of cell suspensions in less than 30 min. SQZ Biotech are developing a microfluidic channel that squeezes cells (CellSqueeze), creating small pores in the membrane by which delivery of material can occur while maintaining good cell viability and function 92 ( Fig. 4c ) and handling one million cells per second. The Neon Transfection System by ThermoFisher Scientific promises efficiency of up to 90% in many cell types, with the ability to transfect from 2 × 10 4 to 6 × 10 6 cells per reaction. Specifically, peripheral blood mononuclear cells can be transfected with 23% efficiency and 95% viability by using this technology. The main advantage of this design is the better maintenance of physiological conditions, which results in high cell survival compared with what is achieved in conventional electroporation 93 ; however, it comes with high running costs of the gold-plated electrodes, with a proprietary transfection buffer, and with the costs of Neon pipette tips and tubes. Avectas have developed a proprietary delivery solution that initially permeabilizes the cell membrane, allowing for diffusion of the delivery material into the cell, and then reverses the permeabilization (Fig. 4d) , effectively controlling loading. Avectas has a delivery efficiency of ~53% and a cell survival of 78% (for comparison, the efficiency and cell survival are 93% and 73%, respectively for electroporation) 94 . For most methods, effective delivery must be balanced with maintenance of 
cell viability to provide a scalable solution (Avectas is also developing a closed continuous system for GMP manufacturing). A further avenue for efficient cell engineering is rooted in nanoparticle research; in fact, it has been shown that biodegradable polymeric nanoparticles can transfect large quantities of cells 95 . Although each approach is often dependent on cell type and purpose, the transfection utility of physiologically relevant cells remains a challenge, with critical bottlenecks being the achievement of reproducibly efficient transfection, low cytotoxicity and high-throughput output.
Reducing the cost of goods for cell manufacturing
In 2007, human fibroblasts were genetically reprogrammed to induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) by using a combination of transcription factors 96 . iPSCs are similar to embryonic stem cells (ESCs) in growth characteristics and requirements, in pluripotency and in ability to be reprogrammed into a variety of adult somatic cells, and have significant advantages regarding ethical considerations, ease of derivation and, perhaps, ultimate utility. However, on the one hand, each ESC line derived from an embryo has a unique presentation of major histocompatibility complexes and other antigens; therefore, from the perspective of regenerative medicine and transplantation, the use of somatic cells differentiated from thirdparty ESCs can raise the chances of rejection by recipients of the cells. On the other hand, because GMP-grade iPSCs can be derived from autologous somatic cells, rejection issues arising from differentiated cells from iPSCs can be mitigated 97, 98 (Fig. 5a ). There have been proposals to establish ESC cell banks (haplobanks) that are representative of the major histocompatibility antigens observed in different populations. This could represent a solution to transplantrejection issues in large numbers of people and to concerns about the immediate availability of ESCs for differentiation into various tissue types 99 . Differentiated iPSCs may also prove highly useful in drug screening; for instance, collections of iPSC-derived differentiated cell lines could be assembled into subsets based on ethnicity and sex, two of the several factors that often confound drug development. And for diseases where genetic variation primarily determines disease occurrence and progression, rather than grouping samples on the basis of potentially imprecise clinical diagnoses, genotypically distinct groups of iPSCs could also be assembled. Such an approach may be especially useful for neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, given that fresh brain tissue is generally unavailable and that these conditions often arise from multiple and genetically distinct causes [100] [101] [102] . These applications all speak to the potential of iPSCs. Yet the cost of goods sold for producing CTPs via derivation of fully differentiated cells can be large. Generating a cell bank for iPSCs is a manual and labour-intensive task that would involve large human-capital costs. Each reprogrammed and clinically useful iPSC population can take several months to develop from a collection of primary cells. Approximately 200-300 vials are recommended at approximately 2 × 10 6 cells per vial to have a sufficient number of iPSCs to amplify the starting material and produce final products. A few public reports have stated that each cell line costs approximately US$10,000-20,000 to produce and validate 103 , with additional costs of meeting current GMP requirements ranging between US$50,000 and US$100,000 per cell line 104 . Productdevelopment costs are even higher (~US$800,000) for generating an iPSC-derived tissue product that is suitable for clinical use 103 . These numbers all exclude the large start-up costs of personnel, facility and specialized equipment for iPSC manufacture. Although iPSCs for autologous therapy may seem like an alternative approach, the same issues of capped scale and individualized screening make autologous iPSC-based therapy difficult.
The costs of goods in cell manufacturing via derivation from iPSCs are strongly associated with the amount of cell processing and purification required, beginning with the derivation and maintenance of the iPSCs themselves. In contrast to the manufacturing of CAR-T cells, the generation of iPSCs only requires the transient expression of reprogramming genes. iPSCs have been derived from many adult cell types through the introduction of reprogramming factors by Sendai virus vectors (a cytoplasmic RNA virus vector), episomal vectors, messenger RNA transfection [105] [106] [107] and other NaTuRe BIomedIcal eNgINeeRINg methods, none of which require vector integration into the host genomic DNA, thus avoiding the threat of insertional mutagenesis. However, costs associated with producing these transgenes, in addition to the media conditions needed to engineer adult cells to iPSCs, are high. Once transfected, earlier protocols for initial propagation of iPSCs and ESCs used feeder layers (such as mouse embryonic fibroblasts) to support cell self-renewal. Creating a defined media (Fig. 5b,c) based on GMP and xeno-free reagents (such as mTeSR1 media, StemCell Tech) have minimized the labour used for manual colony picking and subculture 108 , although the media necessitates growth factors, which can rebalance those cost gains. Although iPSCs can be grown in defined media, the need for growth substrata (such as Matrigel) makes large-scale culture a challenge. Three-dimensional cultures in cellular aggregates or microcarriers -and by using rotating Erlenmeyer flasks, wave reactors, rotating wall bioreactors or stirred tank bioreactors, for example -are a logical evolution in stem cell cultivation methods. Although these systems allow for the large-scale expansion of cells, they also present new culture variables that must be taken into account to maintain stemness.
The differentiation process from either iPSCs or ESCs also needs optimizing for the use of defined cell lineages as CTPs. Knowledge from developmental biology can now be translated into practice with specific, defined growth media that recapitulates a lineagespecific differentiation process (Fig. 5d) . Protocols for the production of differentiated cellular derivatives are in their infancy, requiring inordinate amounts of time and labour 109 , and often producing cells that are relatively immature. Current strategies typically involve supplying the starting population of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) with the necessary factors for a specified lineage commitment. This can be achieved indirectly by recreating the properties of the 3D niche of the PSCs, or directly by feeding the required cytokines and growth factors to the cultured PSCs. Both these differentiation methods require long and expensive culture protocols, need an extensive list of cytokines and growth factors and long culture times (50-100 days) and demand frequent human handling before the cells become CTPs 110 . Apart from the direct tumorigenic risk of an undifferentiated PSC, the continuous culturing of iPSC and ESCs lines might introduce the accumulation of gross chromosomal alterations 111 and small mutations in specific genes 112, 113 . The derivation, characterization, differentiation and purification of iPSCs are not easily automated 114 . Small molecules designed for directing PSC differentiation could offer a significant cost advantage over biologics and make the economics of PSC manufacturing and scale-up more compelling. However, the design of suitable small molecules requires an understanding of the regulatory networks governing lineage commitment (Fig. 5e) . One way of tackling such wide-angled approaches to generating candidate targets involves the use of large-scale genomics and proteomics 115 . In fact, there have already been some successes in the use of small molecules for the directed differentiation of PSCs into committed cell lineages 116, 117 . Also, the increasing ease of genetic manipulation enabled by CRISPR and transcription activator-like effector nucleases opens up the possibility of replacing the extrinsic control of directed differentiation with an intrinsic sequence of events 118 . For example, the introduction of tunable gene cassettes regulating developmental pathways reduces the need for the continuous supply of exogenous factors and their associated costs of goods sold. The exploitation of regulatory RNAs, which can be manufactured at low cost (Fig. 5f) , is another exciting avenue towards realizing feasible CTP scale-up through reduced costs. MicroRNAs show promise in achieving directed differentiation [119] [120] [121] , and large-intergenic-non-coding RNAs are strongly implicated in the induction of pluripotency 122 . The efficiency of gene-delivery technology will definitely accelerate the introduction of these approaches in standard practice. Next-generation synthetic biology and gene-editing tools can also be aimed at creating new bioprocessing tools 115 . Improved methods and reagents should foster the creation of reproducible protocols for the continuous derivation of human differentiated cell types.
Cell-material composites for cell delivery
Cells can benefit from a delivery system that controls their introduction to, and interaction with, the human body. This can range from the use of extracorporeal cell bioreactors for continuous cell-blood interaction 33, 123, 124 to the packaging of CTPs within implantable protective devices before patient administration 125 . One purpose of these devices is placing a protective barrier, typically permeable to small molecules and proteins yet impermeable to the host's immune cells (Fig. 6a) , between the cell therapeutic and the surrounding biological environment 126 . These barriers aim to improve in situ survival and function and reduce immune cell clearance. The scalability of the final product then becomes also contingent on device manufacturing. In what follows, we explore this point through a case study of immunoisolation and delivery of CTPs for type I diabetes.
Insulin replacement therapy for type I diabetes -an autoimmune disease in which insulin-producing β -cells in the pancreas are destroyed, resulting in pathologic blood glucose control 127 -provides inefficient glycaemic control, with the risk of overdosing. An alternative strategy is to implant β -cells that respond to fluctuations in blood glucose levels and that secrete insulin in real time [128] [129] [130] .
Humans require approximately a minimum of 7,000 islet equivalents (IEQs) per kg of recipient (hence, 490,000 IEQs for a recipient weighing 70 kg) to restore glycaemic control 131 . One limitation so NaTuRe BIomedIcal eNgINeeRINg far has been the source of islet cells, which have come from animal or cadaveric harvests with varying number and quality. Recent advances in controlled differentiation of PSCs into glucose-responsive β -like cells may provide a source for a limitless supply on the basis of small-scale production studies 132, 133 . To date, several cellformulation strategies for β -cell replacement therapy have been explored 134 ; however, long-term clinical utility has not yet been demonstrated 128, 129, 134 . DIABECELL, an alginate-encapsulated neonatal porcine islet implant from Living Cell Technologies has been tested in phase I/II clinical trials with 10,000 IEQs kg −1 , and has shown limited statistically significant efficacy in reducing glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) levels in small sample populations 135, 136 . A subcutaneously implanted, miniaturized (about the size of an icehockey puck and measuring 2.5 inches across) bioreactor with an oxygen-supply compartment and islets in an alginate-filled immune-protected compartment [137] [138] [139] [140] (β air, produced by Beta O 2 ) has been used in early human trials with reported multi-month xenogeneic islet viability 141 . To maintain cell viability, the oxygensupply compartment is refilled on a daily basis by connecting it to an external oxygen port through a polyurethane tube. Two other devices employing a prevascularization approach have been studied for subcutaneous implantation. Encaptra (produced by ViaCyte), which is currently undergoing phase I/II clinical trials 62 , has an immunoisolating barrier and a single chamber with Viacyte's human ESC-derived pancreatic endoderm cells 62 , introduced after prevascularization of the implantation site. The Sernova Cell Pouch also needs a prevascularized implantation site, but not an immunoisolating membrane 142 . However, the Sernova Cell Pouch study recruited only three patients, and phase I/II clinical trials were terminated 143 without results or patient complications being reported. It is likely that the study termination resulted from either a lack of efficacy, or from potential implementation challenges. These early clinical studies were conducted on small numbers of patients, and therefore scalability remains to be tested.
New polymers for cell encapsulation that improve cell-therapy performance can lead to scale-up challenges. In particular, implanted materials can induce a foreign-body response, resulting in fibrous encapsulation and in isolation of the cellular device 144, 145 . A combinatorial chemistry approach developed to engineer new biomaterials led to a modified alginate that mitigated the foreignbody response and maintained islet viability for months 146 . The modified alginate entraps islets derived from stem cells and has shown long-term glycaemic control in immunocompetent murine models 147 . The alginate is first mixed with cells, and the solution can then be slowly extruded as droplets into a solution of divalent cations, which crosslink the gel network, entrapping the cells within it (Fig. 6b) . Proof-of-concept studies with these laboratory-scale methods serve as initial-quality benchmarking tools in the effort to produce several GMP batches at higher scale. Synthesizing the modified alginate at high purity, volume and stable quality will be necessary to move forward into large clinical studies, with assurance that producing the material will not be a rate-limiting bottleneck in the manufacture of the final product.
Although the efficacy and performance of microencapsulated β -cell formulations continues to be investigated, their clinical translation will ultimately require advanced methods for formulation, shipping and storage. Ideally, high-throughput production of microencapsulated β -cell formulations should be developed to produce monodisperse and homogenous microcapsules within a narrow size distribution with high encapsulation efficiency and production rates, under mild and sterile conditions, and at low costs. Current candidate lead materials that can be integrated with high-throughput methods for the production of encapsulated cells are summarized in Supplementary Table 6 . One potentially high-throughput approach for producing small monodisperse capsules involves pulsation of a laminar jet (Fig. 6c) , nozzle vibration (laminar-jet breakup) or rotating-disk-and-jet-cutter technology (Fig. 6d) . The laminar-jet-breakup technique uses axisymmetric disturbances to break the jet from the nozzle into equally sized droplets, and achieves production rates as high as 10 4 particles per second 148 . Vibration frequency, diameter of the nozzle, viscosity and flow rate of the polymer-cell suspension determine the size and production rate of the microcapsules. The jet-cutter technology provides a higher production rate, generating 500 μ m particles with the encapsulated material at a rate of 10 4 particles per second (60 ml min −1 ; ref. 148 ). Compared with extrusion-drip methods, high-throughput capsule production by emulsification techniques is easier because they are not limited by scale. Appropriate dispersion devices and operating conditions (such as mixing rates and type of surfactants used) can lead to reductions in capsule size. Overall, both the highthroughput production of capsules and the synthesis of materials are bottlenecks to the development of scalable platforms.
Preservation and supply-chain management
Although shelf life in many early-phase trials conducted in hospital or academic settings is of limited concern, biopreservation will play a role in late-phase clinical trials and eventually in commercialization. Quality-by-design principles and preservation solutions that allow the product to meet critical quality attributes, such as potency, will have to be applied in late-phase trials, because starting and final product materials must be transported between clinical sites and manufacturing facilities. Biopreservation solutions that extend product shelf life also facilitate logistics, by maximizing manufacturing scheduling and patient-treatment possibilities.
Cryopreservation -the storage of cells at extremely low temperatures (-196 °C for liquid nitrogen and -156 °C for vapour nitrogen; storage in vapour is preferred so as to avoid contamination through a liquid phase 149 ) -drastically minimizes metabolic activity and therefore preserves cell health. However, intracellular ice formation must be minimized to prevent cell rupture. The CTP supply chain is a complicated flow process comprising a series of dynamic components starting in a clinical environment, going through bioprocessing and then returning to the clinic. Initial seeding products are derived from patients or donors. These are screened for health and for safety (identification). Once cleared, sample collection begins. Proper inventory must then be made for tracking purposes. The cells are then put into storage (either short term or long term, depending on whether they are meant for banking or for immediate use). Transportation of the cells proceeds to the manufacturing facility, where purification, modification and/or expansion can take place. Once processing is complete, the product is moved onto the end location, for administration to the end patient. Supply-chain logistics are crucial to the overall success of CTPs.
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The most-common cryoprotectant, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), has been injected in patients at a dose of 1 g kg
, and has been proven to be safe 150, 151 . Although DMSO minimizes ice formation, it is also toxic to cells. Therefore, steps must be taken to minimize both contact time and osmotic shock 152, 153 . Alternative cryoprotectant agents, including sugars such as trehalose 154, 155 , polyvinylpyrrolidine 156 , methylcellulose, sucrose and glycerol, are less efficient than DMSO in sustaining viability 157 . However, sericin, a protein hydrolysate from the silk worm, has shown promising results in promoting encapsulated cell viability and cryopreservation as an alternative to serum components 158 . After DMSO has been added to the product, it should be frozen in a controlled manner to prevent loss of cell viability through undesired temperature gradients. In general, a rate of 1-2 °C min −1 is used in a controlled-rate freezer, although significant development work can be done to optimize the freezing curve for a specific product or container. Once a CTP is frozen, it is usually stored in liquid nitrogen, where it is tracked and stored. When needed, the product can be transported in a dry shipper, which can usually maintain the low temperatures of liquid nitrogen for a few days and up to two weeks.
Although cryopreservation has been used for years, challenges with post-stability cell function remain. The longest-standing example is the cryopreservation of CD34 + cells, which began with fetal-cord-blood banking, where cells are stored for long periods of time (decades) for potential use in future treatments. Although CD34 + cells have been cryopreserved for years, the impact of many factors remain to be understood, such as the time cells are in DMSO before cryopreservation, and the specific manner in which the DMSO is added to the cells. Also, many early-phase studies may be conducted with DMSO-containing cryomedia, usually made differently in each lab, which adds variability and cannot be well controlled. Non-standardized cryomedia may contain additives, such as plasma or serum, that are not sustainable. A cryoprotectant containing DMSO that is frequently used in cell therapies is CryoStor (BioLife Solutions). It is important to note that any singlesource supplier of a reagent in this relatively infant industry may be considered a supply-chain risk. As gene-modified CD34
+ cells are now in clinical trials for a variety of haematological applications (such as sickle cell disease and beta thalassemia), the fragile nature of engineered cells must be recognized relative to cryopreservation to ensure an effective product. The thawing procedure then requires minimizing osmotic shock as much as possible. However, it is usually performed manually and therefore hard to control and standardize. Once thawed, cells are fragile and must be administered as soon as possible to avoid loss of viability. In cases where cryoinjury is a concern, as has been suggested for MSCs, cells are being thawed and re-cultured before administration to improve post-thaw function 159 . Yet in an ideal clinical setting, cells should not require washing or further handling before administration.
As a number of issues exist with cryopreservation, alternative solutions for preservation or storage of cell therapies, such as lyophilization, should be considered. Lyophilization has shown little success, yet it is claimed that Prestige Lyotechnology (Osiris) preserves cells at ambient temperatures, and that the Petaka culture plate (Celartia) maintains viability for up to two weeks of shipping or storage at ambient temperature. Another potential remedy is DMSO-free cryoprotectant, such as PRIME-XV FreezIS DMSOFree (Irvine Scientific; marketed for MSCs), especially for cell types that have been shown to have reduced potency due to DMSO exposure. However, these cryoprotectants may be less effective in terms of cell recovery and must be tested for any specific CTP. Hypothermic cell pausing, in which cells are held at ambient temperatures for short time periods, may also provide increased cell recovery with less logistical issues and lower cost compared with cryopreservation, and will depend on the hold period that meets demands 160 . Advances such as controlled thawing devices, such as ThawSTAR (BioCision) or VIA freeze (Asymptote), are automated systems for vials and bags that standardize the thawing process. As sustainability and standardization of biopreservation techniques increase, it is also important to recognize the strides made in shipping and storage of CTPs. So-called smart shippers (EVO Shipper, BioLife Solutions) can have a variety of sensors and make use of the global positioning system to track products. Automated liquid-nitrogen freezers can quickly retrieve products (Biostore III, Brooks), which can ensure traceability and remove any accidental thawing period associated with searching for products. There has been an emergence of new biopreservation solutions for CTPs, yet many concerns about cryopreservation methods remain.
Integration of the ever-increasing biopreserved CTPs into routine clinical use presents new supply-chain and logistical challenges. Although the need for environment and temperature-controlled systems for CTP preservation cannot be denied, efficient distribution, handling and chain-of-custody documentation is critical for large-scale commercialization. For all CTPs, a quality system must document the chain of custody, beginning with the collection of cellular material, followed by shipment and transit to the manufacturing facility, and ending with administration of the CTP to the patient (Fig. 7) . The supply chain of CTPs is challenging because the processes occur in different facilities and are performed and handled by multiple individuals at different organizations. A robust 
procedure that standardizes the compilation and collection of the required data is therefore needed. For example, the EVO Shipper (BioLife Solutions) includes a cloud-based service that integrates thermal stability and precise data management for the end-to-end protection and visibility of CTPs between patient and manufacturing logistics, and the company Vineti (joint venture of GE and Mayo Clinic) provides transparency and visibility throughout the chain of custody, simplifying the process from collection and scheduling to infusion; it consolidates logistics, manufacturing and clinical data to improve patient safety and product performance.
Outlook
The first two commercial CAR-T cell products available in the United States -Kymriah (Novartis) and Yescarta (Gilead) -were approved in 2017 and followed in the footsteps of previously approved cell therapies, such as the stem cell gene therapy Strimvelis (GSK) for a rare disease (severe combined immunodeficiency due to adenosine deaminase deficiency) and the immunotherapy Provenge (Valeant) for prostate cancer. For these therapies and for other promising upcoming cell therapies, bioprocess engineering will make a significant impact in terms of product quality and costs. Scalability, with the hope that wide (commercial) dissemination and subsequently economies of scale make treatments affordable, should be considered, even for early-stage therapies undergoing proof-of-concept testing in humans. The costs of goods sold are becoming more visible, especially as new approvals have set initial price points ranging from US$93,000 to US$665,000 per treatment. As more commercial products are being placed on the market, reimbursement agencies are starting to paint a picture of cost against value. The industry is still immature with regard to pricing 161 . Reducing cost of goods sold is generally approached as an engineering exercise for improving the efficiency of existing bioprocesses, and is only heavily emphasized when a therapy is approaching pivotal clinical studies. A standard approach would involve deconstructing the manufacturing process into unit operations, and then analysing each unit operation against three sets of parameters: input materials, labour, and facility overheads and time (Fig. 8) . In early manufacturing stages using inefficient bioprocesses, such as PSC differentiation, a primary component of costs lies in labour and facility overheads 162 . At later stages, significant reductions in costs of goods sold can be accomplished by using automated handling platforms and by defining process tolerances. A linear expansion of existing technology to meet commercial components of a target product profile is driven by reductions in cost of goods. Although innovations in bioprocess engineering could create new intellectual-property barriers, these could also significantly impact therapeutic adoption by offering a competitive cost/treatment equation.
Many current methods are immediately suitable for clinical testing, but will buckle under the burden of a full post-clinical-trial patient load. For successful manufacturing, four key attributes need to be considered: quality, cost of goods sold, scalability and sustainability. These four parameters should be worked into cell-therapy development to alleviate future issues associated with the scaling-up process. Automated processes can then amplify the gains made by the development of bioprocessing tools for reaching scalability and sustaining it while minimizing costs and the chances of error.
